
Daniel Tilley I don't have anything insightful to say, but I'm so ashamed of the culture of American 
society. Whether you blame it on a few bad individuals (incorrectly, in my view) or concede that the 
problems are systemic, there is something in our culture that not only cultivates a space for this kind of 
violence but encourages its commission. And white people (progressives included) need to examine the 
ways in which all of us enable that culture of violence directly or indirectly, perhaps particularly through 
our silence.

Luther Mckinnon If you are going to say something, please think first. Loud, ill informed rhetoric is part 
of the problem.

Ernesto Costanzo Hi, I think if you are going to make such a comment, you should justify it. Not only 
because we might be interested in knowing your point of view, but also because your comment, plain as it 
is right now, is only insults to Daniel (and everyone that agrees with him) without adding any value to the 
discussion. "Please think first".

Luther Mckinnon  I like to keep comments short, and to the point.
First, Daniel is a fine man. Telling Daniel Illytay to think is like telling an alcoholic to take a drink.
Yes, there is a need to speak up. However, that is not all. Comments should contribute to the 
conversation. There are numerous bits of commodity wisdom that apply here. I am tempted to add "If 
you can't say anything good, don't say anything at all" .The contemporary version: if you can"t say 
anything good, talk about how the media is covering it.
I wrote a blog post yesterday. A man was found, hanging from a rope. Rumors started to spread about 
KKK activity in the area. Those who are familiar with Piedmont Park, in Atlanta GA, find rumors like this 
to be ridiculous. The fact that these rumors are readily believed by many is troubling.
If you are going to say something, it should be the truth. It should make the situation better. The ego 
boost that many people get from inflaming passions is to be avoided.

Ernesto Costanzo I appreciate the longer comment, but you still haven't said why Daniel's comment is "ill
informed rhetoric". You are only saying that media/people manipulate the truth (and it might be), but you
are not answering to Daniel's specific claims. If you think we are ill informed about the culture of 
violence and how white people's silence is a problem, then please share your wisdom with us.

Luther Mckinnon You are twisting my words. I did not say that Daniel's comment was "ill informed 
rhetoric." Also, the condescension of "please share your wisdom with us" is not appreciated. If I choose 
to write about these issues, then it will be on my blog. At this time, I am trying to hold onto whatever 
peace of mind I can.

Ernesto Costanzo Oh no, condescending would have been saying "wisdom" instead of wisdom (no quotes). 
Sorry if it felt that way. Anyway, if you are not willing to elaborate your points here, why would you 
comment here? As I said before, your comment didn't add value to the discussion and it felt insulting. 
Have a great day!


